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1. What is a Digital Portfolio: definition
A student portfolio is a compilation of academic work and other forms of educational evidence assembled for the purpose
of :
(1) evaluating coursework quality, learning progress, and academic achievement;
(2) determining whether students have met learning standards or other academic requirements for courses, gradelevel promotion, and graduation;
(3) helping students reflect on their academic goals and progress as learners; and
(4) creating a lasting archive of academic work products, accomplishments, and other documentation.
Source: The glossary of Education reform, http://edglossary.org/portfolio/.

It is a collection of documents and other easily portable artifacts that people can use to validate claims they make about
themselves. It is not a resume, nor is it a cover letter!
Source: The Career Portfolio Guide, University of Manitoba, Canada
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An e-Portfolio: Explanation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvqBORISA5k

2. Advantages: for employers
Eases the recruitment process:
 Time-saving and cost-effective tool

Richer body of evidences:
 Candidates can display education, work ethic, work
experience, skills and competencies, achievements,
 Quick and direct access to special skills-a feature not projects, professional and development goals, etc.
available during initial steps of recruitment process
 They can include resume, cover letter, thesis, letters
 Effective way to assess and validate candidates’ skills
of reference, records of special training, case studies,
 early selection of qualified candidates
projects, certificates of achievements for volunteer
work or professional development,…
 24/7 access (before, during and after interview)
 Offers a direct review of an evidence relating
 Immediate contact options
specifically or not to job expectations
 Direct evidence that job applicants have the
knowledge and skills required to succeed in the
company or organisation.

Advantages for employers:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uEJszaRyG1A

Registration - Login
• In order to be able to login and use the EDIPUS DPP, an EDIPUS DPP account is necessary
• Way of registration:
 By directly creating an EDIPUS account

http://portfolio.edipus.me/business/

Registration Login

What inside?
It is possible to search profiles in line with your needs using filters…

Good luck for your
searches & Thank
you for your
attention!

For further info about the use of the database,

please contact: info@edipus.me
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